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PUBLIC ART COMMITTEE
March 17, 2020 @ 4:00 PM
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OSCAR M. CORBIN, JR. CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 2200 SECOND STREET
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA
For full agenda Packet, please contact the City Clerk’s Office 239-321-7035
Please complete a “Request to Speak” form if you plan to address the Public Art
Committee and submit to the recording secretary prior to the start of the meeting.
CALL TO ORDER
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag of the United
States of America
Roll Call
Public Comment
Regular Items
1.

Approval of January 22, 2020 Minutes

2.

Art Stumble 2020, Shari Shifrin, Fort
Myers Mural Society

3.

Edgardo Carmona Relocation project

4.

Adopt-a-Sculpture Program

5.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard /
Veronica S. Shoemaker Boulevard –
Median Landscape Concept

6.

Update on the 2020 Biennial Fort Myers
Individual Artist Grant Recipient Show at
Sidney & Berne Davis Art Center
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March 17, 2020 @ 4:00 PM
Next Meeting: April 21, 2020 @ 4:00 PM
7.

Update on the Lee County Employee
Parking Garage and potential options
related to the replacement of existing
canvas screening

8.

Update on the Arts & Culture Grants

9.

Upcoming Public Art Committee meeting
on Tuesday, April 21, 2020

City of Palms

Adjourn
If a person decides to appeal any decision made by Public Art Committee with respect to
any matter considered at such meeting or hearing, he or she will need a record of the
proceedings, and that, for such purpose, he or she may need to ensure that a verbatim
record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence
upon which the appeal is to be based.
Special Requirements: If you require special aid or services as addressed in the Americans
with Disabilities Act, please contact the City Clerk’s Office at (239) 321-7035 or for the
hearing impaired, TDD telephone number (239) 332-2541.
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MINUTES – PUBLIC ART COMMITTEE
January 22, 2020
1|Page
The Public Art Committee of the City of Fort Myers, Florida, met in regular
session at Oscar M. Corbin Jr. City Hall, 2200 Second Street, its regular
meeting place in the City of Fort Myers, Florida, on Wednesday, January
22, 2020 at 4:30 p.m. Present were: Carolyn Gora, Chair, presiding,
Committee Members, Betty Adams, Bettye Middlebrooks, Ava Roeder,
Robert Sanford, David Meo, Robert Ferry, and Patricia Collins. Also present
were Tom Hall, Art Consultant and Lily Baker, Fiscal Coordinator. Absent:
Sharon McAllister.
CALL TO ORDER
Chair Gora called the meeting to order at 4:35 p.m.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO FLAG
Chair Gora led the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.
ROLL CALL
Roll call was taken by Ms. Baker. Committee Member Collins arrived to the
meeting at 4:39 p.m.
WALK-ON ITEM
Tom Hall, Public Art Consultant, requested to add discussion on two
artworks in need of conservation, Stacked Brands and Fire Dance.
PUBLIC COMMENT
Chair Gora asked if anyone from the public would like to speak, seeing
none, Chair Gora moved to Regular Items on the Agenda.
REGULAR ITEMS
1. Minutes of the December 17, 2019 Public Art Committee meeting
MOTION: Committee Member Sanford moved to approve the minutes
of the December 17, 2019 Public Art Committee meeting; seconded by
Committee Member Meo; motion carried 7-0.
2. Public Art – City Walk, brief update from Anthony Palermo, Assistant
Director of Community Development
Anthony Palermo, Assistant Director of Community Development, provided
a brief introduction and demonstration on the City of Fort Myers
Development Activity Map. He presented the City Walk development project,
a mixed-use community, comprised of 318 residential rental units and
5,000 – 10,000 square feet of retail/commercial space. City Walk is
governed by zoning ordinance 3869, First Street Village Planned Unit
Development (PUD). This development was first approved in 2005 and later
amended in 2009. A public art condition was placed on this ordinance:
m. City Walk proposes to contribute on-site artwork at a value to be
agreed upon by the developer and the City subject to review of the
Public Art Committee or provide a monetary contribution in an amount
to be agreed upon by the developer and the City. The determination as
to whether a monetary contribution or on-site art shall be made prior
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to the issuance of certificate of occupancy for the residential building
with any monetary contribution due at that time.
Mr. Palermo stated that Joseph Bonora, President, Catalyst Community
Capital, will attend a future Public Art Committee meeting to discuss his
public art proposal to include a mural portion, metal work and mixed media.
3. Adopt-a-Sculpture Program
Mr. Hall stated that the annual plan and budget was presented to the City
Council on January 21, 2020 and one item of discussion that was presented
was regarding maintenance of the sculptures and the need for conservation
that has recently occurred. Mr. Hall stated that he has requested Rosa
Lowinger & Associates (RLA) provide a budget of annual maintenance and
conservation for the City of Fort Myers collection. The Adopt-A-Sculpture
program would provide a cost-effective option to keep the collection pieces
from falling into disrepair by creating a monetary partnership with different
organizations. Grant Alley, City Attorney, has been requested to review and
advise on legal parameters involving the proposed program. In addition to
the annual maintenance that the pieces require, City Staff will provide basic
quarterly maintenance. Discussion ensued amongst the Committee
Members regarding the high estimate provided by RLA associated with
maintaining the pieces. Mr. Hall stated that he will discuss further with RLA
to determine if an every 3- or 5-year maintenance plan is more appropriate
for certain pieces in the collection, further reducing the costs.
4. Update on the Arts and Culture Grants
Ms. Baker stated that the City has created an updated timeline, drafted
website pages that include the guidelines for the individual artists and
organization grants and created an application that will be available on the
City website for applicants to complete and submit their supporting
documentation online. The grant cycle will open on February 6, 2020 and
close March 6, 2020. The maximum funding for each will remain the same
as last year: Individual Artists grant is $2,500.00 and organizations will be
split into two categories: operating grants at a maximum funding of
$10,000.00 and project/program grants at $5,000.00. The awards will be
announced June 2020.
5. Individual Artist Exhibition
Mr. Hall stated that a list has been compiled of the previous two grant cycles
to determine the individual artists that will be invited to participate in the
2020 Biennial Fort Myers Individual Artist Grant Recipient Show that will
be held between May 1 and May 28, 2020 in the grand atrium of the Sidney
& Berne Davis Art Center. There will be a significant amount of wall/floor
space made available to the artists for this show. Committee Member Collins
has agreed to design the invitation that will be sent out closer to the date of
the exhibit.
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ADDED AGENDA ITEM
6. Discussion on two artworks in need of conservation, Stacked Brands
and Fire Dance
Stacked Brands is a piece that is currently on loan to Lee County from the
City. Mr. Hall presented pictures of the current state of the sculpture. He
stated that there are areas that are blotchy and discolored all the way
through the piece. Mr. Hall noted that under the loan agreement, the
County is responsible for annual maintenance and providing a yearly report
to the City Council. It appears that maintenance has not occurred and
through research no reports have been submitted. Mr. Hall has sent the
pictures to Rosa Lowinger and Associates (RLA) and requested an estimate
for conservation services. Once an estimate is received, Mr. Hall will contact
the County to discuss the maintenance obligation that is required.
Committee Member Meo suggested another conservation organization,
Bronzart, located in Sarasota, Florida.
Fire Dance has suffered scrapes and gouges due from skateboarders. Mr.
Hall stated that the images have been provided to RLA for an estimate and
that it is likely that after repairing the entire piece will need to be repainted.
6. Upcoming Public Art Committee meeting on Monday, February 24,
2020 at 4:00 p.m.
Chair Gora stated that the next Public Art Committee meeting is on Monday,
February 24, 2020 at 4:00 p.m.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Mr. Hall stated that he has been invited to give a presentation on Public Art
at Florida Gulf Coast University on Thursday, February 13, 2020, Wasmer
Art Gallery at 5:30 p.m. He invited the Committee to attend should their
schedules allow.
Committee Member Roeder expressed her appreciation to Mr. Hall and Ms.
Baker for all their supportive efforts to the Public Art Committee.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, it was moved by Committee Member Meo;
seconded by Committee Member Adams; to adjourn the meeting at 5:57
p.m.

ITEM NO. 2

Art Stumble
2020
PROPOSAL
Community Redevelopement Agency
10/18/2019
presented by

Fort Myers Mural Society
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Introduction
Art Stumble 2020 is a mural painting event designed to promote pride in developing
communities and support economic growth with aesthetic enhancement. Our event team
has 5 years of experience planning such events, with each one larger than the last.
The key to creating lasting memories is bringing the experience to life. This event will
combine the talents of international artists working with local artist to create a artistic
gateway to the city of Fort Myers.

Our team of artists can start with a crumb of an idea, and
make into a phenomenal experience.

Who We Are
Since 2015, Fort Myers Mural Society has been helping Fort
Myers River District and surrounding Lee County
neighborhoods create meaningful memorable murals
enhancing visitor experience and creating a sense of pride in
our community.
Our more than 451 volunteers and 37 artists bring a wealth of knowledge and experience
that is unmatched. The teams diverse knowledge includes experience in murals, public art
and events. We have a proven track record for innovation and creativity, while launching
events on time and on budget.
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History
McCollum Hall was built in 1938 by Cliford "Buck" McCollum, Sr. and his wife, Gertrude. The Art
Deco building was called “Buck Hall” and operated through the 1970s.
The second foor functioned as a segregated dance hall with a raised stage for live
performances by Jazz, Swing and Bebop Era black musicians, comedians and other entertainers. It
became a local stop for many of the country's black performers on what was known as the
"Chitlin Circuit," the nickname given to a string of segregated performance venues throughout
the Southeast and Midwest where the top performers of the time played for black crowds. It
hosted performances from music greats like Count Basie, Louis Armstrong, B.B. King, Duke
Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Otis Redding, Lionel Hampton, Lucky Milliner, John Lee Hooker, Muddy
Waters, and The Five Blind Boys of Mississippi.
McCollum Hall was the USO for the black soldiers stationed at Buckingham Gunnery School and
Page Field during World War II. White soldiers at a nearby USO [the Hall of 50 States] would also
come to McCollum Hall, although a rope across the dance foor divided the room between the
two races - until the music started, and people would knock it down. Attendees would stick with
their own groups on the dance foor, but they were on the foor together, and that was a start.
McCollum Hall became the upscale social heart of the community. First-foor retailers included a
barber shop, Ryan's Cofee Shop, a liquor store, a clothing store and a grocery store operated by
McCollum.
It was designated by the city of Fort Myers as a local historic landmark in 1998 and in 2008, the
Fort Myers Community Redevelopment Agency bought it from the McCollum family. The building
fell into disrepair. In 2014, the city was awarded a state grant of $500,000 for improvements to
McCollum Hall. The new McCollum Place will be a cultural town-center with several retail spaces
and a restaurant on the frst foor. McCollum’s second foor will be a multi-use event space.
McCollum Place’s rejuvenation will also support the community by creating 75 local jobs, 63 of
which will be permanent.
.

Murals on the surrounding walls
will depict some of this rich
cultural history
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Our Understanding
Positivity of Murals
text produced by Vyd Keryx Oct 2019
ASPECTS OF A MURAL
Murals are a juxtaposition of man-made structure and images of humanity; hard surfaces
are visually softened; fat is expanded into dimension.
Public murals are a collection of single image, self-scheduled, drive-in/walk-up theaters, that
transport the viewers to another place and time. Accidental encounters spark serendipitous
memories, and then a smile.
Even though it is as BIG as a house, it is much more QUIET than a blinking sign. Murals are a
freeze frame. They are still.
Murals are NOT SIGNS. They are SYMBOLS. Signs quickly direct us to a noun. Symbols are
verbs; an invitation to share a moment, to contemplate.
Murals are NOT GRAFFITI. Grafti is uninvited and aggrandizes the individual. Murals reach
out and welcome.
Public art is a declaration of INCLUSION: 'we did this for us'.

Art for the Anyman.

ANYMAN is a Rauschenberg term to describe the random people in his images. He
considered his images to be inclusive: in representation and personal refection nonjudgmental inkblots that agree. Vyd has termed this concept of universal
communication: an "Inkblot Dialect".
Christo & Keith Haring purposely made art for millionaires to subsidize their art for the
anyman.
WHAT STYLE(S)
Without trying the styles of today!, what will be the nostalgia of tomorrow? Coca-cola logo
on a barn was extremely radical at one point.
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE. A good group art show: is due to a consistency in quality of
craftsmanship and clarity of message; NOT a repetitious line-up of the same or barely
diferent.
Old style -v- New style : The diferences complement each other (ex. Miami Wynwood)
Natural beauty -v- Man-made beauty :

Keyword is BEAUTY
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The most wonderful parts of nature are the hodge-podge, the rare in a collection. The
diversity of fora & fauna that become estuary, or, a grand sweeping bend in the river
(obvious reference to where Fort Myers is located). These are the places we stop and take
note of. The sublime locations we venerate. The scenes adventurous artists seek out and
explore - "this is us". Visitors then ramble up and we all capture a photo-op selfe - "# I was
here too!" .

QUALIFICATIONS
I have been a local business owner for 30 years and I have a Master of Fine Arts degree from
Rochester Institute of Technology. Our team includes members that have been active in the
local Arts for decades. Combined with mentoring from the St. Pete Art Alliance SHINE Festival
Team, input from the Ft. Myers PAC and the CRA, increases our strength.
T-shirt design is similar to that of a mural: Quick to Understand --- Highlighting a location or
group afliation Image must "match-up"- a wide range of people need to like it, for the
design to sell
Artists are vetted by the Fort Myers Mural Society (Non-Proft organization) and the location
owner. Designs are worked out in advance. Jobs range from professional artists to
volunteers. Individual vision to group productions. Business, Public Space, Schools. Local
talent and exchange. Very positive PR all around.
MURAL DESTINATIONS
USA: St Petersburg Fl. , Deland Fl., Punta Gorda Fl., Sarasota Fl., Miami Wynwood Arts
district; Downtown Los Angeles; Honolulu; Philadelphia #1 w/ 4,000+ World: London, Lisbon,
Prague, Paris, Montreal, Melbourne, Berlin, Buenos Aries Are all using public Mural programs
and festivals to frontline vitalization. And they are successful.
Murals = Money $$$

After just a short time, we'll all be pronouncing it: "Mural$"

GOVERNMENT
Public Art is a cyclical contract between multiple pillars of a community: Government,
Property Owners, Artists, Citizens & Visitors - each has a SPECIALIZED ROLE.
The making of Art is a group production. The viewing of Art is a collective experience.
Murals are an indicator of a bountiful economy. Think of murals as formal-ware for
buildings. "Our city is a special occasion!"
What are we saying when we get dressed up to the 9s? Answer: "I took the time to go out of
my way to do everything I could to make this moment as memorable as possible." It is an
expression of love to those we care about the most.
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A building's outer wall is an under-used resource. Designate it a place local artists can expand
on; thus same business is made more productive. Small expense becomes large gain.
Productivity is economic growth. A strong economy provides the basis for a safer and
expanding community. . . . .Each unique and beautiful image, a thank you note to the citizens
- "WE ARE THRIVING" !!!

EVENT SUMMARY
This Art Stumble 2020 will be hosted at McCollum Hall on April
25th, 2020.
Art Stumble 2020

Theme:

A "wall" that symbolizes the positive infuences of diversity not division.

Where:

2701 Dr Martin Luther King Blvd; Fort Myers, Florida 33916

What:

Painting the concrete barrier behind McCollum Hall. 17 concrete panels
measuring 7'x18' each with a 16" column between. The strategic placement of 2
Carmona Statues.

When:

April 25th, 2020 event date and preparation beginning April 10th, 2020
Preparation to include; pressure washing, grounds maintenance and preliminary painting.

Why:

Aesthetically enhance the neighborhood connecting the downtown area with the
Dunbar community.
Collaborate with the PAC placement of the Carmona Statues in Ward #2
Encourage the development of a new "creative cultural space" in the city of Ft.
Myers.
Combine the talents of our local artists with the international Fresco Exchange
program.
The Fresco Exchange program artists are from Columbia as are the Carmona Statues.

Encourage economic growth along the MLK corridor as outlined in the City
Plan.
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"Preserving and restoring the existing community resources and creating new facilities to host cultural events is vital
in honoring the community heritage and identity. This Revitalization Plan was created through close cooperation
with the Dunbar community. While improving the physical attributes of the place, a more upwardly mobile
community can be created with programs assisting local residents and businesses.
The intersection of Cranford Avenue and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard was once a neighborhood center and
could be brought back better than ever. Anchored by a renovated McCollum Hall and the Imaginarium, this corner
could fuse tourism with local culture and serve as a western gateway to Dunbar. "
(Revitalization plan adopted by City Council 2006)

The Art Stumble Event day will be in Block Party format with art on display,
vendors, food, drink and music. Encouraging the neighborhood to participate in
the festivities and the unveiling of the cultural epi center and McCollum Halls
rebirth.

How:

Through the combined fnancial support, eforts and fundraising of the;
Fort Myers Mural Society a Florida non-proft,
Fresco Exchange Foundation Fresco Exchange is an “intercambio artistico” that promotes and
connects artists from Latin America and the US through creative programs and artistic interventions.

Lee County Visitor & Convention Bureau
The City of Fort Myers
Public Art Committee, CRA, Ward #2
Corporate Sponsors TBD

Action: Establish physical placement of murals and statues and work with developer
and the PAC on concept for the property.
Call to Artists
Host a downtown gallery event featuring the participating artists.
Begin Campaign for fundraising & seek corporate sponsors
National social media marketing
Gather supplies, in kind donations
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Plan event, sell vendor spaces, book musical talent and begin local advertising
Secure event permits, street closures, FMPD presence, event insurance
Physical preparation of property
Begin painting
Hold event
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What We Do
You can rely on us to manage end-to-end logistics for this event.
Our responsibilities will include:
Event Planning and Budgeting – managing a detailed timeline and budget
Site Liason – work with deveolper and city to create a safe working environment for artists,
visitors and participants.
Management – artist selection and proposals, securing materials, vendors such as Artists,
food and beverage, music, staging, photographers and digital marketing
Donations – ensuring all funds raised are accounted for and receipts are issues
Event Registration – pre and day of coordination of all event registration requirements
Onsite Event Execution – set-up, vendor supervision, attendees
Attendee Evaluation – capturing onsite and post event feedback
Post Event Analysis – delivering a post event report detailing achievements and providing
recommendations for future events.
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Estimated Fee Costs
Description

Cost

Overall Project Mural Painting artist

$35000

compensation and supplies
Venue Preparations

$1500

Securing Suppliers:

$5000

AV, Decoration, Photography, Signage,
Speakers, Digital Marketing, TV & Radio
Advertising, Publicity
Permitting

$1600

city event fees
Event Set Up

$1000

Onsite Event Coordination

$1000

(4 ppl x 8 hrs)
Post Event Wrap Up

$500

TOTAL

$45,600
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Next Steps
Upon approval a detailed workback schedule will be provided,
with key deliverable dates. A letter of agreement will be
forwarded to the developer of the McCollum Hall project and
the City Of Ft. Myers
Once received we will then set up a kick-of meeting to discuss any changes to the
deliverables.
Shari Shifrin

Director
Fort Myers Mural Society
501-3c 81-3755781
fortmyersmuralsociety@gmail.com
239-461-7245
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ITEM NO. 4

CITY OF FORT MYERS PUBLIC ART COMMITTEE’S
ADOPT-A-SCULPTURE PROGRAM
Overview
In 2017, Public Art Committee Chair Jared Beck and Committee Member Bob
Sanford told Fort Myers News-Press correspondent Amy Bennett Williams that the
Committee was exploring the possibility of implementing an adopt-a-sculpture
program to help defray the considerable costs of maintaining the artworks in the
City’s public art collection so that none of the pieces in the collection would have
to be deaccessioned.

Now that the Committee has completed conservation of Uncommon Friends, the
USCT 2nd Regiment Monument, The Florida Panthers, The Great Turtle Chase,
the Wes Nott Memorial, the Buckingham & Page Army Air Field Memorial, The
Spirit of Fort Myers and Lorelei, it is time to resurrect that program and explore
whether it could serve as a viable funding mechanism to assist the Committee in
meeting its responsibility to steward and maintain some of the more intricate
artworks in the collection through a coordinated maintenance effort that includes
inspections, routine maintenance and annual conservator-based restorative work.

Templates
Preliminary research seems to indicate that the Committee’s contemplated adopt-asculpture program would be the first in the nation. Consequently, there do not
appear to be any other state, county or municipal public art adopt-a-sculpture
programs that can serve as templates for the Committee’s deliberations on this
subject.
However, a handful of museums across the United States have implemented adopta programs that might provide the Committee with guidance on how to structure an
adopt-a-sculpture program.

The Patricia & Phillip Frost Art Museum at Florida International University (FIU)
initiated an Adopt an Artwork program on its 10th anniversary to help defray the
cost of conserving and exhibiting some 50 works held in its permanent collection.
“By adopting one or more [of the] works of art featured in Connectivity: Selections
from the Collection of the Frost Art Museum, you are supporting the museum’s
greatest needs: exhibitions, programming, and preservation of the permanent
collection,” the museum’s website stated in connection with the program’s launch.
Donations were a flat $1,000/year, in exchange for which the donor received a
dossier on the chosen artwork, a print suitable for framing, recognition on the
museum’s website and signage beneath the artwork.

The Minneapolis Institute of Art has an “Adopt a Painting” program. “As curators,
part of our role is to present artworks to the public in the best possible manner,”
states MIA on their website. “The restoration and conservation of the paintings and
frames in our collection is an ever-present concern. In a recent assessment of the
paintings collection, we have identified a number of artworks that require
assistance. We’ve developed the “Adopt-A-Painting” program as a way for our
supporters to participate in the process of restoration.” Donors receive a dossier on
the painting they’ve chosen, the opportunity to be present when the
conservation/maintenance is performed, a color photo of the painting and inclusion
on a donor wall.
Friends of Audubon has an Adopt-an-Artwork program as well. It is designed to
address the declining state of a number of significant objects in their collection
through immediate care and professional preservation. “The program is supported
by compassionate individuals who want to see these important pieces preserved for
future generations,” states their website. Donors (who may participate individually
or together with a group of family, friends and co-workers or through their
company) receive signage and a framed photo of the artwork. In lieu of adopting
an artwork, a contribution can be made to the Audubon’s general art conservation
fund, with amounts being allocated to the highest priority conservation piece.

Laumeier Sculpture Park in St. Louis has an adopt-a-sculpture program to help
defray the costs of conservation, education and public events. Their program
operates on a monthly basis with individual membership levels running as low as
$25/month and offering t-shirts, walking tours, and inclusion of donors’ names on
an online digital wall. All donations are tax deductible.
Wesleyan College’s Adopt-a-Painting program appears to the oldest in the country,
dating back to 2002. Initially, almost 150 paintings were examined through a
comprehensive evaluation of the collection. A restoration expert provided
estimates for repair ranging from $700 to $8,000 per individual artwork, depending
on the extent of the damage and the work involved in the restoration of each
painting. Through 2019, 75 paintings have been adopted through Adopt-a-Painting,
which has raised more than $275,000 to date.
Other museums with adopt-an-artwork programs include The Provincetown [MA]
Art Association and Museum, The Birmingham [AL] Museum of Art (donors
receive in exchange for their support a dossier about the artwork, a tour, attendance
at the rededication and signage beneath the artwork for five years), Speed Art
Museum in Louisville, KY, George Mason University for the Hilde VogelMichalik Art Collection (where “conservation needs for this collection exceed the
funds available”), Housatonic Museum of Art, The Heckscher Museum of Art in
Huntington, NY and the Dayton Art Institute (which initiated an Adopt-a-Portrait
program in 2019 just to enable it to curate a travelling show called For America:
Paintings from the National Academy of Design).

Qualifying Artworks
Now that their conservation has been completed, the following artworks are
eligible for adoption:
Artwork/Installation
Buckingham & Page Army Air:

Estimated Annual Cost
$2,220.00

Lorelei:
The Florida Panthers:
The Great Turtle Chase:

$2,220.00
$385.00

The Spirit of Fort Myers:
Uncommon Friends:
USCT 2nd Regiment Monument:
Wes Nott Memorial:

$6,000.00
$860.00
$1,620.00

Incentives
A survey of these programs reveals the following as possible incentives for the
Committee’s adopt-a-sculpture program:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

A dossier on the adopted artwork;
A color print of the artwork suitable for framing;
Inclusion on a donor wall on the City’s website;
Inclusion in City-generated press releases about the program;
Signage at the installation;
The opportunity to be present when conservation occurs;
An invitation to the opening reception and recognition at the Biennial
Individual Artist Grant Recipient Show;
A wine & cheese reception with a meet-and-greet that features members of
the Committee and a talk by someone from RLA that provides an overview
of art conservation;
A parking pass good for one year;
A copy of Fort Myers, City of Palms – A Contemporary Portrait;
Deductibility for federal income tax purposes.

Of course, the availability of one or more of these incentives can be conditioned
upon the amount of the gift, so that a gift of $25 to the public art fund that’s
earmarked for general maintenance and conservation might only be rewarded with
inclusion on the donor wall on the City’s website, where a gift of $1,000 might
include each of the foregoing incentives.

Targeted Donors
In addition to organizations that might have a particular interest in a given
installation, an appeal might be made to the following groups and/or their
individual members to participate in the program:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architects and Plan Designers doing business in Fort Myers;
General contractors doing business in Fort Myers;
Lee Building Industry Association;
Lee County Hotel Association/Florida Restaurant & Lodging Association;
The Lee County Visitor & Convention Bureau;
Philanthropically-motivated member of the general public.

Obstacles
Perhaps the reason that no other public art program has initiated an adopt-asculpture program as a mechanism for funding the periodic and annual
maintenance of all or parts of their collections is the difficulties associated with
promoting the program to targeted donors. Museums, by contrast, have
membership and large email/newsletter lists that can be employed to get the word
out about the program and the museum’s conservation needs. If the City of Fort
Myers has no such list, it may prove impossible to reach more than a fraction of
potential donors.
At the same time, it will be necessary for someone to collect the names and
personal information of individuals and companies who are interested/willing to
participate in the program and receive, deposit and account for donations. This is a
similar concern to the challenges the Committee is experiencing with respect to the
Individual Artist grants that were formerly administered by the Southwest Florida
Community Foundation.
Query whether the City Spokesperson could play a role in marketing and
publicizing the adopt-a-sculpture program. If not, it might be advisable for the
Committee to engage a marketing individual or firm to promote the program to the
public with the cost thereof being reimbursed out of the proceeds raised by the
program.
[N.B.: The foregoing list is not intended to be exhaustive.]

Analogues
Analogues for the contemplated adopt-a-sculpture program would include:
• Adopt a Road (FDOT, Lee County);
• Adopt a Highway;
• Adopt a Park to assist with maintenance and beautification of parks by
facilitating the enhancement of park & playground amenities and the general
upkeep and repair of equipment, recreation facilities and trails (e.g. North
Port and Pinellas County, FL (which has experienced cuts in park staff of
48% over the past 3 years));
• Adopt a Trail/Adopt-a-Mile;
• Adopt-a-Fire-Hydrant, Lantana, FL;
• Adopt a Spot;
• Adopt a [Transit] Stop;
• Adopt a Classroom; and
• Adopt-an-EcoTarium Animal, a symbolic adoption program that affords
donors the opportunity to give direct financial support to an animal of their
choosing to help maintain their health and welfare at the EcoTarium in
Worchester, MA (contributions are used for food, enrichment, veterinary
visits, treats and more).

ITEM NO. 5
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DAVID M. JONES, JR. AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS• SITE PLANNFRS

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. /
Veronica S. Shoemaker Blvd.
Median Landscape Concept

City of Palms

ITEM NO. 6

RE:

2020 BIENNIAL FORT MYERS INDIVIDUAL ARTIST GRANT
RECIPIENT SHOW AT SIDNEY & BERNE DAVIS ART CENTER

Dear Fort Myers Individual Artist Grant Recipient:
The City of Fort Myers appreciates your contribution to our community. In order
to draw attention to those contributions and showcase your work, we would like to
extend an invitation to you to participate in the 2020 Biennial Fort Myers
Individual Artist Grant Recipient Show that will be held between May 1 and May
28, 2020 in the grand atrium of the Sidney & Berne Davis Art Center. The opening
night reception will take place from 6:00-10:00 p.m. on Friday, May 1
concurrently with Art Walk.
As you’re well aware, the Davis Art Center is a highly visible, greatly coveted
venue, especially since the grand atrium affords the unparalleled opportunity to
exhibit larger scale works given the height of its ceiling and walls.
Because only fifteen (15) artists were awarded grants over the past two cycles
(2018 and 2019), we can make a significant amount of wall/floor space available to
you for this show. Exactly how much space we can allocate to you depends on
various factors, including the number of invited artists who decide to exhibit, the
dimensions of the work collectively wish to display, and the number of artists who
will do performance pieces instead of hanging two-dimensional works of art.
In order to maximize your results and provide the community with the best
possible show, we have designated our Public Art Consultant, Tom Hall, to curate
the show and serve as liaison between the City and the Davis Art Center.
Accordingly, please submit your reply to this invitation to Tom at
tom@artswfl.com. Tom would also like to speak with you by phone so that he can
provide you with further details, answer your questions and coordinate how the
gallery will be divided among the visual and performance artists who wish to
participate in the show. His cell number is 239-691-2292. Tom will also be the one
who will provide you with a blank Artist-Art Center Agreement and procure your

bio, Artist Statement and the information that the Davis Art Center will use to
prepare the exhibit labels for your work.
Please be aware that the SBDAC has a strict policy of deadline commitment.
Therefore, we need to know within ten (10) days of the date you receive this
message whether you will be participating in the exhibit.
Sincerely,
CITY OF FORT MYERS PUBLIC ART COMMITTEE

_____________________________________________
Carolyn Gora, Chair

I will participate: ______________________________
I will NOT participate: _________________________
Name: _______________________________________
Email address: ________________________________
Phone number: ________________________________
Mailing address: ______________________________
______________________________

